
 Stevin Centre 
for History of Science
and Humanities

tuesday 18 march 2014
13.30 - 16.30, vu university
main building, room: Filmzaal Pthu
(1st Floor, e-wing)

oPening symPosium

stevin centre For
history oF science 
and humanities

simon stevin
The Centre is named after the polymath 
Simon Stevin (1548-1620). Stevin 
developed a wide range of activities, 
in which knowledge and knowledge 
practices always played a central role. 
He not only advised Prince Maurice 
about fortifications and dyke building, 
he was also involved in the foundation 
of an engineering school in Leiden 
and he published on urban house 
construction. He advocated not only the 
use of decimal fractions, but also the use 
of the living Dutch instead of the dead 
Latin language. He occupied himself not 
only with mathematics, perspective and 
mechanics, but also with bookkeeping, 
accounting and music theory. He was 
concerned about the principles of good 
citizenship, and he expressed himself on 
the education of youth. An intense desire 
for the return to a peaceful and perfect 
society is manifest in several of his 
writings.
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history of science and
humanities at the vu university
At the VU it has traditionally been 
considered important to give students 
an introduction to the history of their 
discipline. The internationally renowned 
historian of science, Reijer Hooykaas, 
was appointed professor at the VU in 
1946, which made the VU the first Dutch 
university that gave history of science 
a structural position, both in teaching 
and research. The significance attached 
to this subject has been confirmed 
again by giving the history of science a 
place in the so-called Academic Core 
of every bachelor education. In addition 
to philosophy of science such courses 
are deemed essential in the academic 
training of every student. 

mission statement of the
stevin centre for history of
science and humanities
Academic knowledge is an essential 
part of contemporary society. The VU 
University has traditionally attached great 
importance to courses in the history of 
academic knowledge as a contribution to 
the balanced education of its students. 
University-wide courses can clearly 
demonstrate the interaction between 
academic disciplines and of academia 
with society. 

The Stevin Centre for History of Science 
and Humanities, a university-wide VU 
centre, will offer such courses. In addition 
it has formulated a common research 
theme entitled “Knowledge Practices and 
Normativity within their Historical Context”. 
This theme has links with the research 
of most of the participants. The concept 
of science will be problematised, and the 
role of philosophical, normative, religious 
and legal aspects will be central in the 
historical analysis. The Stevin Centre 
aims at making its results available to 
the wider community and to achieve 
this it will organise activities for the VU 
community and special activities for 
particular groups.

steering committee
The steering committee consists of the 
Director, Prof. Ida Stamhuis (Faculty 
of Sciences) and the Members Prof. 
Karel Davids (Faculty of Arts/Faculty of 
Economics and Business Administration), 
Prof. Jan Hallebeek (Faculty of Law) and 
Dr. Henk de Regt (Faculty of Philosophy).

Programme

13.30 - 13.45  oPening sPeech 
   Frank van der duyn schouten (rector magnificus vu)

13.45 - 14.00 history oF science and humanities at the vu,
   From hooykaas to the stevin centre
   ida stamhuis (director stevin centre for history of
   science and humanities, vu)

14.00 - 14.15  the resPonsibilities oF the history and
   PhilosoPhy oF science
   wijnand mijnhardt (former director descartes centre for
   the history and Philosophy of the sciences and the
   humanities, utrecht university)

14.15 - 15.00 the many uses oF the history oF science
   hasok chang (cambridge university, uk)

15.00 - 15.30 tea break

15.30 - 15.50 euclid’s elements and the history oF PhilosoPhy
   marije martijn (Faculty of Philosophy, vu)

15.50 - 16.10 reijer hooykaas and the history oF science
   ab Flipse (university historian, vu)

16.10 - 16.30 science, education and society
   john exalto (Faculty of Psychology and education, vu)

16.30 - 17.30 drinks

tuesday 18 march 2014, 13.30 - 16.30
vu university, main building, room: Filmzaal Pthu (1st Floor, e-wing)
(ask the hostesses in the entrance hall)
de boelelaan 1105, amsterdam

admission is Free, but Please register in advance by sending an
email to stevincentre@vu.nl


